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Teacher Version

INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE IV
0.

Running through every year of our language curriculum is the
themesometimes stated, sometimes implied--that language is a
very important aspect of human life. Therefore it deserves to be
studied and to be studied accurately. A correlary of this theme is
that the data for our study is our actual use of the language and our
intuition about it. What a study of language attempts to do, then,
is to make explicit or describe something that we have an implicit
knowledge of. And it attempts to do it in a way that will offer some
explanation of language and give the student an understanding of
what it is and how it works.

The work of this year is intended to make explicit additional
parts of the language. It expands the phrase structure rules and
also adds to the transformations of earlier years. Thuss it ac-
counts for a good many constructions of the language not touched
upon before. The student should now have a fairly competent
understanding of the basic notions of transformational granunar
and the nature of the rules with which it describes the language.
If he has covered the material of the previous three years he should
be familiar with the basic elements of the English sentence as well
as with the passive, the various kinds of questions, embedded adjective
clauses, appositives, indirect objects and transitive verbs which occur
with prepositions, particles or directional adverbs, and negative sen-
tences.

Building on this knowledge, the units for Language IV are fairly
complex. If they are needlessly so, we regret it. The fact is, how-
ever, that language itself is extremely complex and sometimes a
description of it, if it is to be meaningful and accurate, must also
be complex. There are many students who should have no trouble
with this complexity. They are handling much more difficult and
abstract concepts in their math and science classes. There will be
others who may find it too much. We would like to urge you to try
to fit the units to the abilities of your classes and to simplify at points
where it seems necessary, without misrepresenting the concepts.

At this time we want to suggest some ways in which this might be
done, and to mention briefly what is covered in the year's work.

The units deal with four kinds of structures: reason adverbs;
transitive verbs which take complements derived from other sentences;
one kind of noun clause and some subclasses of nouns, adjectives, and
verbs which occur with it; and finally the imperative. There is a fifth
unit, coming in the middle, which should serve as a review of embed-
ding transformations.

The unit on the reason adverb should offer no problems. It simply
adds one more kind of adverbial construction to those the student is
already familiar with.
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The unit on complements is very complex, It does offer, however,
an opportunity to generalize about the language, and this is one of the
aims of language instruction. unit shows. how it is possible to
relate the various elements wich occur with certain transitive verbs,
and how their occurrence is tied to the presence of these verbs. What
the unit says is that certain transitive verbs occur with complements.
Though they appear in the sentence after the direct object (I heard the
dog whining,) they are related to the verb. The student can relate
this to what he learned about indirect objects, directional adverbs,
and particles, all of which can be found after the direct object, though
they are most closely related to the verb. These complements can be
most easily explained as being embedded elements which come from
other sentences. In fact, there seems no easier way to explain them,
It turns out that there are various subclasses of these complement
verbs, each disti.nguished.by the kind of complement they can occur
with. Some can occur with nouns, some with nouns or adjectives,
some with forms of the verb, etc. Several kinds are discussed in
the unit. Hence the complexity.

If you have a class which won't benefit by this kind of close analysisS,
may we suggest that you might limit yourself to making the following
points about complements:11a complement verb is one kind of transitive
verb; the complement completes the structure of the verb. 2) Comple-
ments are like indirect objects, particles, and directional adverbs in
that they are first introduced as part of the verb and are then moved
beyond the object. (I heard whining, the dog. I heard the dog
whining, ) 3) There are many kinds of complements and the kind
seems to depend on the choice of verb.

This may be as far as you will be able to go. That is, you may
find that it isn't profitable to try to subclassify the kind of Comp verbs.
But it does seem appropriate to let students know at least that there
are such things as complements. They certainly use them frequently
in thipir own speech and writing. And may we urge you not to give up
before you have tried. Even if you don't go through the formal rules,
the various kinds of complement constructions offer interesting material
for discussing the complexities of the language. Students should find it
interesting to realize that we say

I saw her running,
and I saw her run.

but that we can say only

I found her practicing.
but not I found her practice.

Even students who eanit work with the abstract rules should be able
to come up with all sorts of possibilities.

:
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The review unit should be self explanatory. It does make the
point--which we hope you will emphasize--that adjective embeddings,
possessive embeddings, etc., are just examples of the general em-
bedding transformation which enables us to embed any sentence in
another if they share NPIs, This is a very general rule which accounts
for much of the recursiveness of our language and we shall want to
build on it in Language V.

The unit on the noun clause should not be too difficult. Again it
is an excellent place to emphasize the principle of co-occurrence,
which really explains much of language. We put sentences together
on the basis of what elements can and cannot go together; It turns
out that noun clauses of the kind discussed in this year's work can
occur only with certain kinds of verbs, certain kinds of nouns, and
certain kinds of adjectives. The explanatory remarks concerning
the unit are found in this manual and should be ample.

The final unit of the year, the imperative, is also a complex one.
The imperative proves to be a much more complicated construction
than appears on the surface, but it is an interesting one. It is useful
for demonstrating the difference between deep structure and surface
structure, but the steps are admittedly complicated. They offer a
fine opportunity for logical reasoning, however, and give students
a chance to really figure out for themselves, on the basis of what they
can find in the language, why they are able to understand sentences
such au the imperative in which much of the deep structure has been
obliterated. This unit should be taken slowly, step by step, and very
inductively if possible. You may, if you have a slower class, want to
stop with the affirmative imperative. If so, you would only want to
prove that there is a oou and a will in the underlying structure and to
show that they have been deleted.

More expanded remarks on all of the units are found in the following
material which includes the keys to the exercises.

Explanatory Material and Key to the Exercises

The "Introduction to the Students" reviews briefly the rationale of
a transformational granmiar, the difference between phrase structure
and transformational rules, their relation to each other and to the
language, and the reason for symbols. Since these are fundamental
ideas, they are worth some class discussion, as a prelude to the year's
work.

This exercise should give the students a chance to review the
phrase structure rules of the grammar. They are asked to write
sentences which will illustrate each rule. Of course, any sentence
will illustrate more than one rule, but the student is asked to mark
only the parts which are described by the specific rule he is illustrating.
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It would be a good. exercise to work out together in class (perhaps
after the students have had a chance to work at it by themselves) so
that you can elaborate on weak spots and can discover where your
students need further instruction. Notice that Itule 7 telescopes all
of the ear1ier verb claRsificatiOn, midi into one. By the time he is
a sophomore, the student should be able to handle them in this faabion.
f,The arrow was left out of the student version and also the plus sign
after Vtr.

ICAECIEA224

The sentences in this exercise point up areas that the student
carte analyze now but which will be in the units he will be studying
during the year In 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 there are complements which
are the result of embeddingo The student will not know what to do
with 'lee on the bed in 1, cut the grass, in 2, exciting in 3, a
coward it and too in 8. You n ght let him conjecture a bit
IvM----out offering an answer. Sentences 4 and 10 are imperatives,
of course, which he will not be able to analyze until he reaches the
last unit of the year nor will he be able to account for that y were
late in 5 and that ti can't find it in 6. Sentence 9 corns a reason
griverb which-M. be dealt vuTiM early in the year.

Discussion es 4.2tions. 5

These questions should give you and your class a chance to
review together some of the overall implications of language study.
We hope that the students will arrive at some of the following notions:

1. A grammar should describe the sentences of the language.
It should fit the language and what we know to be true
about it. It the d icription is a kind that also explains
relationships arid revealsthe system of the language it will
help us to understand why our language is the way it is.

2. The use of symbols gives us a handle or tag for talking
about a large group of related items. They simply make
it easier to talk about language. Since many of the elements
of a sentence move around in certain transformations, it is
useful to have symbols for the various parts so that we can
quickly show what happens. We could say in words that
sentences consist of noun phrases and verb phrases and that
the noun phrases consist of determiners and nouns and that
the nouns will be either singular or plural, but we can show
it much more clearly and quickly in this way:

S ---> NP + VP
NP T + N + No

N -4b plur

Ky



3, Symbols- also enable WI to .group -fig together into larger
grtaps, -anctio ,show, what particular part the larger group
plays-hi the-sentence. For instance, we could say thaton tiabetill The i.was asks on the lad is made up of
a:preposT-tionWliCdeterminer prig a singular noun,
which are related in this way:

.0°on
th(Cediang

But the relationships become much clearer and more meaning-
ful for the sentence as a whole if we can show that the whole
thing is a locative adverb, in this way:

Loc

pre/P
T+i4+

4, We can always add another word to a sentence. Any sentence
can always be made one word longer. (You should ask students
to demorstrate this for themselves. ) So theoretically it is
always possible to make another sentence. Of course, if wehad to have an infinite number of rules to describe these
sentences we shouldnit have a very useful description. So we
try to see relationships time enable us to describe the infinite
possibilities with an infinite (limited) number of rules.

5. Most of the sentences of our language have more in the way
of structure than meets the eye or ear). Most people may
not have thought about this, but nevertheless, they are aware
of this underlying structure and that is why they can under-
stand sentences and produce sentences. The kernel or base
sentences students have worked with in earlier years represent
the underlying Structure. The transformed sentences
represent surface structure.

For instance, in The sleek rolleded to a stop everyoneunderstands that the car .iiiVelek, This sentence is in the
underlying structure, We also understand that TM ea er aye ateat and A test was idyea the teacher say the same g.The reason is that they have the same base (or underlying)
structure. In both the relationship between teacher and Ayeand test is the same. This underlying structure 'mostclearly by a phrase marker, or branching diagram.

This question should giVe the student a than e to speculate
about language in an imaginative way. You might ask, for
instance how we could build on what has gone before-which
our civilization obviously does" - without language. How can

tr
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Teacher Version
THE REASON ADVERB

We have added two optional elements to our second phrase structurerule: the time adverbial (Tm) and the place adverbial Moe), In thisunit we are going to add another optional element: the reason adverbial
(Reason).

Students will learn several things about this particular adverbial:It is optional; it is the only adverb which never appears as a single word;and it may appear with any type of verb.

As the reason adverb is an optional element that can appear withall kinds of verbs, it will appear in the branching diagram at the placewhere the verb appears:

yCNP

Aux Verb (S...om) eason)
Dominating the verb and the adverbials will be the VP.

Key to ExercisesExercise 1, p. 3
In our answers we have broken down the NP's to T + Nhum + Sing,etc. if you feel that this is not necessary to the main purpose of theunitthe introduction of the reason adverbfeel free to have yourstudents simply bring the NP down into the symbol string.

1. The fish went through the ladder yesterday.

T.

The

The

10.1.

Npn

I
Nan. sing

+ filth + sing

fisih

Aux Verb _hoc --Tvg

Aux 1 V prep P
Vin

*Paid /
&fit prep T Nin

pal + + gh +t\ie
la er

yogi) day
through the ladder yesterday.
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"Fish" might, be considered plural or singular in this sentence.
If you like the locative may be broken down into prep. plus NP, orsimply brought down as Loci

2. Mother sewed the dress in the kitchen.

S,
...-----

,,Tr
A1 br

Aix

Tns
um sing

1

past

7

I 1
I

N sing
1T+ Nhtr sing past Vt T Win sing Prep T in sing

N .b'N- 1 \T + Mother + s + plyt + 'sew+ + dressfsingfin+ e+ i

r' V 1 / I kitchen+
Mother sewed the dress in the kitchen.

Loc

NP

N

Nin sng

Ore

Some students might feel that this sentence is ambiguous. Theymight show some concern as to whether in the kitchen tells where thedress is or where the sewing was done. Show them that one possibleinterpretation of the sentence is the one we have diagrammed, and thatanother interpretation is that the sentence is the result of a double baseembedding.

Mother sewed the dress
The dr3ss was in the kitchen

Mother sewed the dress which was in the kitchen

Mother sewed the dress in the kitchen.
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3. T
he

tenor

sang

last

year

at school,

a

prep alt/
'prep

T Iirn

sL
g

+ last

rear

+ at + er+
schoolI 2ing

last

year

at school.

sing

past

r + sing

+
pait

T
he

to
Y

ou

w
ill

notice

that

w
e

have

left

last

ear

as a unit.

A
s

the

studentsdo not

have

the necessary

inform
ation

to w
or

Jt it m
ight

be

better

to leave

it thus.

L
ast

and

w
ords

like

first,

second,

next,

and

final

w
ill

be

explained

inM
re

units.

T
raditionally,

last

w
as

called

an

ordinal

adjective.

T
he

w
ord

behaves

som
ew

hat

like

adjective;

how
ever,

it is an

ordinal

postdeterm
iner.

T
hat

is w
e

find

it after

the

determ
iner

just

as w
e

find

ordinal

num
bers

after

determ
iners:

the

second

book,

a third

choice,and

last

year.

If students

show

particular

interest

in the

w
ord,

you

m
ight-letthem

try

to find

out

for

them
selves

som
e

of the

w
ays

the

w
ord

behaves.U
sing

the

blackboard,

you

m
ight

w
ork

w
ith

several

sentences

to seew
hat

happens:

e.g.

1) T
he

bO
y

is handsom
e.2) T

he

boy

is last.3) T
he

handsom
e

boy

arrived.4) T
he

last

boy

arrived,5) T
he

last

of the

boys

has

arrived.* 6) T
he

handsom
e

of the

boys

has

arrived.

-

*7)

T
he

boy

w
as

handsom
e

in the

race.8) T
he

boy

w
as

last

in the race.9) H
andsom

e

boys.

are

popular.*10)

L
ast

boys

are

popular.
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8. The children swim. in the pool for fund

s;

99 Popeye eats spinach for energy.

S

NP P
N0 Aur"---"-------.6%."1"--M,neon

I
Atilx V prepi 1

I -P
Tns tr

Pres T

Nnlass king Nmasssing
prey + + I

prIg+ja
1 1.

I0 + spinich+ ineforf

1

ene pay
Popeye eats ap eh for eneVigy.

sing

T Nh + Sing +

1 I

T Popeye singf

1-^,-----
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5. The bells are ringing loud for victory.

S

igt6

i I 4 siingaL

Ipres

T + N + pitir + pros + bei + ing t din+ Adj + G + +1PIPNin+....4.6

Tileli'll 1
22 1 1 rbell+ plur + prts + bie + frig+ rig + IOU& 0+ priepfP victoryirl

+ lo,e,V
bells \/ (are ringing loud for victory.

6. The boys called the police for help.

T4:"No
PCur

+plur

The boy+ plur

The boys

Aux....----1

I
Auxi

T.ns qtr NP i T
plat T.'=BS in/ / / p1111`/ chum

1

N

+ Pit f Vtr + T + Nhun2+ pus* prear+
ss

+ paid + call + the + po ce+ uri' fort*

I

1 +h
called the po Ce for ahelp.
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10. Tho child brokwthejoybecause-ofawry

NNO

0."

3

I.

T+ N sine +Ii II T+Nlin+

Ist + brealc+ the+past
cause of+ 0

angex

broke

1
1'

th tvy because of e

name students may ask questions about the Reason Adverliln sentence #10:Beca of anger," The*Ord,libectutien can belaied-a8-4. ccfljiütcti n
an adverb clause of reason (Because I was angry left ). In sentencenumber 10, the unit because of behaves as a prep:401On,

Exercise 3, p. 8

1. NP+ past + Vtr + NP+ Tin
2. NP + past + V1+ Loc + Reason3 NP + past + + Reason
4. NI)* -pail* bei+Ang-+ 111 + Loó+ Reason
5. NP+ past + Vj+ Loc + Tm + Reason
6, NP + past + ..Npf+/Reigfoli
7, NP+ past + IC P be + Lc + Tra
8, NP + past + yioc + ReatiOn'
9, NP + prey + + Np+ Tra

10. NP + -past*ArkvilVlaW*- '11440n.

?,

I

- - ,
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Teacher Version

COMPLEMENT VEItBS

Bectuiethiiiinit is really-an extentiOn of EXPANSION OF
TRANsrrprE VERBS, we urie yOu-to -read-the TEACHEWS MANUAL
for,LiAgUage 114 pp, 13-.47, before teaching This one. The transitive
verb*, a Varied elate: Many alai:tie-tubers brintwith theta seleinents
betides the Aditoodt. object NP. FOr example; a Clain; 'Iditown as Indirect
object verbs "( gM etc.) bringindirect objects; one subclass requires
a directional adverb (He put the key in his pocket. ); another comes
with a parade, which is characterized by its moveability (He put on
his boots. /He put his boots on. ); and another class occurs tied closely
to a'preposition-(She looked at the picture. ) The complement verb
dealt-with in this unitWnotTer of this class of transitive verbs which
occur With Other elements.

These elements, in a'way, complete, or make more complete,
the sense of the verb. Since all of th_ey 1. depend for their presence
in the sentence on the verb, they arc placed in the phrase structure
as part of the tube :Ass of Vt7P atui appear in the underlying structure
attached to theverb. However, in most cases it becomes possible,
sometimes' necesuary, to move the attached element to a position
beyond the direct object NP.

I0
(Indirect Object) He gave toymar a pin

He gave a pin to Mary
(optionally: He gave Mary a pin. )

Dir
(Directional Adverb) He sent to Europe his wife

He sent his wife to Europe.

Prt
(Particle) Berry called the coach

Berry called the coach up.

In the case of the verb + preposition; the preposition is not moved.

'They depended on their advisor.

not *They depended their advisor on.

CoMplements, which enter the sentence with certain verbs caned
complement verbs, differ in one respect from the other elements at-
tached to subclasses of transitive verbs in that the place of the comple-
ment is filled from another ,sentence. This can be demonstrated with
an,example. We have a sentence

. The president 'appointed me guard,
4

.1.
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Guard is a complement whickis possible with the verb appoint. r.is the direct object NP, of course.) But jt isn't enough to say simply
that-the complement is a noun phrase. (Comp NP). We will
discover that maw kinds of structures can serve as complements, and
the rules would become unwieldy and inaccurate if we tried to accountfor them all in a rewrite rule. Moreover, we can find evidence that
mit, in the sentence above, indeed has come from another sentence,
because we also have the .sentence

The president appointed:me to be guard.

The fact that to be can occur in the complement indicates that it musthave come from a sentence with a verb. It becomes, then, simpler
to show that the place of the complement is filled with an embedding .from smother sentence--by a transformation. So we can. include
compleraent- verbs as a subclass of transitive verbs (Vtr.-÷Vtc + Comp),
and tZai the place of the complement with elements from other sentences.We can, in fact, have a rewrite rule which says just this. Comp 5,where S stands for embedded sentence. Specific rules will describethe form of the source sentences and of the complements.#

Since complements following transitive verbs have, the character-istic of indirect objects, directional adverbs, etc. of appearing in theunderlying structure attached to the verb and then having to be moved
beyond the direct object, it is possible to write a general rule which
describes many types, of sentences, and thus to show their relation. Youwill recall the rule which indicates the various subclasses of transitiveverbs:

fVtio + I0
V + Dix

V Vtchr + Prt,,
-r

Vtr tPrt
vtpren

Comp(VtC 4 comp

and the transformation rule which places the elements in their properposition:.

Tverb
separation (lo )

Dir
Prt
Comp t

... 1

NP2 +

, + NP2

fr,y fI
Prt
Comp

(optional for I0 and Prt, but obligatory otherwise)-.040-................................................0epopeosiofts

,lias been found that introducing S. }in the Phrase Structure whereembiddifigs can occur simplifies the grammar immensely. This had notbeen workedOut *hen the early parts of this, Curriculum were being written,but when the waterfalls _revised,. the rules'will be brought Into line. In themeantime, you may find opportunity to use the device when you are talkingabout enibeddings.

ps
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+

Many-different- strUctures can appear as complements of the
complenient Verb, They are distingUished by their sources and theirultiinate- shape. -There are verbs which are grammatical only with anNP-awcomplethent. Besides these, there are others which can eitheran NP or an Adj., and some can accept only Adj.

(Only NP) They elected Johnson president.
(Source: Johnson is president. )

*They elected JeinsOn presidential

(NP or Adj) They called Bill a fool.
(Source: Bill is a foOl. )

They called Bill foolish.
(Source: Bill is foolish. )

(Only Adj) They painted the town red.
(Source: The town is red. )

*They painted red the Yawn
AU of these have as their source, sentences with Be + Pr. .stin others .with the same kind a source allow the Be: to be embedded with the rap'In this case the Be is embedded with torfle traditional infinitive.)

They took her to be your sister. (Source: She is your sister. #)
They considered him to be a fool. (Source: He is a fool. )

The source Of the to is a transformation of the tense of the sourcesentence.

Thus Tna to.

Tns df/e to+ Be

is a tool to be a fool
Verbs like want can have complements con tairing verbs otherthan Be, which appear in the complement with.to.

4

They wanted him to be there. (Source: He is there.
ins + be to + be)ryr

They wanted him to go there. (Source: He goes there.
tns + go to + go)

Another group accepts. complements formed from sources con-tainingnearly any kind of verb which is in its ing form.
The principal caught Jahn
John was cheating The principal caught john

cheating.ingot sr.:is-44W a transfornied sentence; of course. You
een.,embedded in She.-is a sister to give us thepct.000i 350y,or,play not :want.to mention this but in cane you

ve,,Otudeido who do, -you will want to be able to explain it. SeeDc011111ilt..- oinemf.4100.,ms,i Language )
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Still another group allows the embedding of the lexical verb of the
sourco without to but these are more limited in the kinds of sources
they will accept for complements, For instance, neither Be + Pr or
Vniid is acceptable.

*1 saw the wall be red.
*I saw him have a car.

hit I helped him do the work.
We saw the wall crumble.

As you will find, some verbs will appear in several classes. For
instance:

I heard the child cry.
I heard the child crying.

Peter considered him to be a friend.
Peter considered him a friend.

,174tri;S:Zst:Z=1;?P'..

This kind of cross classification is not, of course, uncommon in
language. There will be verbs in every class which belong only to that
class. But there will be others which belong to several classes, More
accurately, we might say that some have characteristics for features)
of several classes. Do not allow this fact to disturb your students.
They may, in fact, enjoy trying to find examples of such cross classi-
fication as evidence of the flexibility and complexity of the language.

In this unit, we haven't by any means exhausted the kinds of
complement structures which occur with transitive verbs, Nor have
we attempted to assign symbols to the various subclasses. The im-
portant thing for your students is that they become aware of the nature
of complements, of how common they are in our language, and somewhat
aware of their great variety. They should of course see once more that
there is order and system in the language and that by analyzing the
underlying structure it is possible to find this order. They may wantto try to find examples of other kinds of complements and try to discoverthe sources. If they do so, they will probably soon discover that other
structures besides the transitive verb have complements, for example:He was eager to please, where to please, follows the adjective ewer.

. KEY TO EXERCISES

Introducto note: There are probably more items in many
exec ses t inn you wish to use. Adapt them to your class. If youprefer to use them in groups, or to have them done on the board, orto use them simply as examples to illustrate your class discussion,
feel free to do so. They are there as a teaching and learning device,
not as an end in themselves. Some of the later exercises which call
for writing symbol strings may prove too complex for some &a'saes. It
so, you may wish to have the students perform the transformations at the
sentence level and eliminate writing th' strings, though, of course, studentswho are able to think in terms of the symbols will be getting a more precise
understanding of what is involved.

stooffiligr



Exercise. 1 10
entences. 2, 4, 5,

of these sentences have
passive intwo different

2. gave
4. wrote
5, built
6. asked
7. gave
8. gave
9. sold

Exercise kr_ 12
1. Consumer: The girl thought(comp) Loa. I .

Source : The boy is an idiot. J
(Intermediate step) The girl thought an idiot the boy.
(Final sentence) The girl deemed the boy an idiot.

2. The man considered (comp) his Eget),
His wife is a fool.

-21

6, 7, 8, and 9 all contain Vtio verbs. Each
two NP's following the verb and can be made
ways.- The Vtio verbs are as follows:

The man considered a fool his wife.
The man considered his wife a fool.

3. The queen dubbed (comp) George..}
.George is a !might.

The queen dubbed a knight George.
The queen dubbed George a knight.

4. The class i .Ihose (comp) Lam \
Mary :ks oueen.

#The class chose queen Mary. =-1
The class chose Mary queen.

#(The class chose een Ma would obviously have a differentderivation, with ueen Mary being the direct object and the comple-ment missing. In that case queen would be part of the proper noun
Queen I .Sam )

411aA

.5. We caned (comp) the d_ og:\
nestg is Ram.
We. called Harry the dog.. -
We called the dog Harry.

144
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We nominated (comp) "I
#He is, captain.

#(This is an excellent place to point out, if it seems necessary,that he and him are two forms of the same pronoun. We haven't
written a rulTilowing the restrictions on their use, but a complete
grammar would contain one, It would be a pronunciation rule in-dicating.that he him when it occurs in the position of direct
object, after a preposition, etc. You might watt to ask Jour
Students how they would write such a rule. )

We nominated captain him.
We nominated him captain,

7, We made (comp) him.)
He is the master.

We made the master him.
We made him the master.

8. The troop choseicomp) Mrs. Clark.),
Mrs. Clark is theleader. ,
The troop chose the leader Mrs. Clark. -=-4The troop chose Mrs, Clark the leader.

Exercise 3. p.14
Sentences #1, 4, 5, 7 (and 8 for some people) result in ungrammatical

constructions. The other items are as follows:
2. The girl deemed (comp) the boy.

The boy is foolish. .:...--_J-
\

The girl deemed foolish the boy. 4
The girl deemed the boy foolish.

3. The man considered (comp) his wife.
His wife is idiotic.

The man considered idiotic his wife.
The man considered his wife idiotic.

6. We called (comp) the dog.'
The dog is fierce.

We called fierce the dog.
We called tligWg fierce.
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There may be a difference of opinion about 8. Some may find it un-
grammatical. However, given another adjective, there should be no
problem; for example

We made him happy.

8. We made (comp) him..}
He is masterful.

We made masterful him.
We made TiE7--Pitasterful,

The verbs in Exercise 3 which take only NP's as complements are
____dub and nominate,

Exercise 4 15
7'^ VPC

1, The i.vorkers caned the boy silly, NA
Nit c

2, The men chase Isabelle queen. N.

3. The girls considered Gerry foolish. NA
-Tro----L

4. The crew made Jack the leader. NA
..., ---4: Vtc
J , 5. She named her dautihter Jennifer, N4 1 Vri_C

8. The sergeaif conslidered his men fang. NA
4. f7. The , made, Phyllis happy. NA

8. Jack 8 1 .Jr
II s Zoe a frionci. NA

v C
9. The students th ht the test difficult. NA

C
10, Joan ed him a nuisance. NA

11. They ele ed Mary secretary. N
Vtc

12. The referee ronf.ao...unced him winner, NA
2) Vtic Comp

1. The workers called the boy elk,
from: , . -Vre" C03714)
*The workers IGO sMithe boy
from:
The worker0 called (Comp) the boy.
The boy

CcVnP2, The men A# Isabelle gatm
from:. Copp
*The men ;Mite ittelab. Isabelle.
from:
The itten case, (eomp) babe Ile.
Ise-bone isMira

* ungrammatikid

' ..7"" ,".:" ,-. ,e ;2.7 .7 4r.t

E.

.11

L
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CrIP3. The girls go d Gerry,fsgaieb.
from: IC COMii
*The girls condidered foolish Gerry.
from:
The girls =Lama (comp) Gerry.
Gerry is foolish.;

VfC Comp
4. The crew made Jack the Wader.

from: -Vrdt
*The crew mide the leaner Jack.
from:
The crew made (comp) Jack.
Jack ja theiMer.

C Comp
5. She named her daughter Jennifer.

fronTrrfe Comp
*She named ienrifer her daughter.
from:
She named (comp) her daughter:
Her da- i-.7.-C-ghter is Jennifer.

vt.c
Co2121P6. The sergeant considered his men

from: C Comp
*The sergeant cons dered fools his men.
from:
The sergeant 'considered (comp) his men.
His men ark fools.

Comp
7. The girls made Phyllis ha

from: Copp
*The girls m7a e hap by
from:
The girls made (comp) Phyllis.

8, Jack ima ed Joe a friend.

Ftyllia4s
Coiiap

from: C Comp
*Jack im.a

,
*Aed a feand Joe.

from:
JackEinned (comp) Joe.
Joe is a Inc Copp

9. The studentssia the teat difficult.
from: IC CO=
*The stuclentsaggligat diffibuit the test.
from
The students thou ht (comp) the test.
The to gt is

10. Joan a Itim,a nuisance.
from:
*Joart Oda:nuisance Wail.
from:
Joan 01.10 (comp) him.
lie is tifME.,..zus#,

Ice

ry

.amm2MiSmittgliekeer=3--.:

1
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Vtc Comp

11. Ther eletefi Mary Sec a
from:s."Tre%
*They elebted secier nth ;Mary,
fromt--
They eleicted (comp) Mary.

v C Comp
12, The referee pro ced him wthner

from: VC nip
*The referee pronounced Awter him.
from:
The referee ronounced (comp) him.
He is winner.

YE, =memgemsuca2231,1112:MIMMSEri-....:::

Exercise 51 p.15

There are two Exercise 51 in the Student Version. The one on
page 15wi11 help students see if they can use complements in their ownwriting. Since answers will vary no key is possible. You should
probably ask for some of the answers as a source of sentences for theclass to discuss, however.

Page 18:

There is an error on page 16of the Student Version. Dogcatcher,
should be labeled NP rather than Adj.

Exercise 54.21,11.

1. Joan called Bill a nuisance.
Source: Bill is a nuisance.

2. 1 consider this test easy.
Source: This test is easy.

3. The workers called the boys alx.
Source: The boys are silly,

4. The men &e, Linda chairman.
Sourcez is chairman.

5. The girls consider Gerry foolish,
Source: Gerr--Thioolish.

6. My aunt l_l_amed her baby Carolvn.
Source:: Her baby is Carayn.

7, The sergeant considered his men fools
Sources His'menare fools.

8, Mai' de-outlet-Jill a: trien
SouraTIM la a frierd.

I



9. -----,..Thethunters-madctlikscouts comfortablet
Sou e: s -***,-,cornfortable,

/10. Jack, Whiter to: bei diffcrent.
Sourcev ey is different...

#Not- exactly.like, #1-9. Your students may or may not recognize
the:mauve:

Exercise 6,

Note 1:

Note 2:

In the example onlyssta Kist should be underlined twice.

In connection with the diagram on page 19 you will need
to explain that some of the source sentence has been deleted.
You may or may not want to go into the matter of diagrammi.ng.
To be perfectly accurate you would have to show that the
entire source has been embedded and then partially deleted--
a step we have telescoped in our discussion.

DIP VP

he
he

1. The girls chose (comp) Mary,3
is wets.

The girls chose to be queen Mary
The girls chose Mary to be queen.

#2, I took (comp) .111332.1.
Et is a friend,

I took to be a friend him
I took him to be .a friend.

03. They elected (comp) biLn.
He is respideat,

01111111111MWrla

Tns
pres

awl +
to +
to

They elected president him
or- They elOdted to be 'president him

They elected him president,
or They -elected hint to be president.

Be
A4dj

Be + foolish
Be + foolish
be foolish

#Ilere, and in items #3, 5, and
6 you may need to explain that
he and him are two forms of
the same word.



4, I WC& (ct5D-3p)the _

The list Is unIm,orta

#5.

I took to be l nimport t:the1et. _
I took the list to be unimportant.

. _

Thri challeigect(tomP1,.A...
He is

They challenged to be honest him.
They chailenged:him to be honest.

#6. Joan's vote enabled (comp)
He is the manager,.

JoanIs vote enabled to be manager him.
Joan's vote enabled him to bathe manager,

7. I want (comp) you.l.
You are quiet,. S

I want to be quiet you. =--2-->
I want you to be qtdet.

Exercise pl 2Q
1715r*
2. B
3. OB
4. B
5, B
6. B
7, OB (For those people who say I want you quiet, we need an 0 as well

as a B)
Exercise its_ nt2.0
1, challengedTdm to be first.

from: I challenged (coinp)

He is first. .

challenged to be first him.

I:challenged him to :be first.
2. Father considered ui; incompitent:

, :

from: Father considered (comp) ui

We Are ificonvieten4 =

Fatheritonsidered 'to:be

Father considered us to be incompetent.
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The policeman called:TOmmY a delingliCate' :111? c-

from ,Thidoliciiiii*naiiiifdt(conilii441nir#:/
frpinum., bra ; delinquenti; 3 , jr-7777:

The policeman called a delinquent Tommy
The policemaircaled Tommy -a delinquent.

4. The decision entitled him to be treasurer.

from: The decision entitled (comp) him.3.
He is treasurer.

The decision entitled to be treasurer him
The decision entitled him to be treasurer.

The sophomores elected Jackie cheerleader.

from: The sophomores elected (comp) Jackie.
Jackie is cheerleader. .

The sophomores elected cheerleader Jackie
The sophomores elected Jackie cheerleader.

Page 21:
The ungrammatical sentence John colored his paper parchment

might present an opportunity for discussing now sometimes we break
the rules of the grammar for a particular purpose. The recent fad
for using the wrong kind of adjective with this kind of complement verb
is a case in point. For instance,

Color me jealous.
Exercise 9 23

nswers w vary. The folloviing are illustrations* )
1. notice They noticed ice formin on the wings.
2. choose M I chose the puppy s ee by the door.

#3, iattch » The men caught a e hi upstairs.
4, call - I heard them cal, for their og.
5. hear - Someone heard me ssi in the shower.
6. teach -
7. imagine I can imagine him working at night.
8, feel » The men felt the chains giip.p.W away.
9. allow- -

10. apprehend - The guards apprehended them sneaking down the alley*
11. perceive - I perceived someone lookin at me.
12, found Some-One found. him star...Lm1 the closet.
#Many senterneett with i., complements are, like the example in #3, am-
biguous, which means- there can be two derivations for them. In #3 hj.d_gin
canbe either a. complement or part- of a relative clause-.'who was

This fact might give you. an opportunity to talk about ambiguity,
The- '13O .of 'course is that verbs- like catch can take ABg, comple-
ments. A ;verb like,, #6, cant. I taughtthe pamaL9,92,ka bx the
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hówas1 ki the door. not I
ta J the boy reta.

.011W it. 4- neuht
woul5114t a nominalizationiiiiisdis an indirect

diagram on page :23`liart of the source sentence has been deleted.

oni)

JOhll

Aux
tits be +

Ipres + be + ing

ing
Exercise .10 24
1.

I
The police caught (comp) the man.

NP + Tns + be + ing + Vt1, + NP

The raaIn was pig th e 'lock.

NP + Aux + V + . + NP2tcomp
1

*The police caught picking the lbck thtan

ux + Vtc + Comp + NP2

erb

cht.
cheat.

NP +. Aux +
Vtcomp + NP2 + lug+ Vtr ' '

The pollee caught the 3itan piig the.iock.
2. NP + Aux + V + Comp + NP2teom

1 \/ P , , .:A watchman heard %comp/ the phone.
. NP 4. Auk + be +-kV + i/in

The plone was ringing.

4712 + Atii+ v ' =4. ing + V + NP2
e..cc),IP In*A witcnman heard ringing th2%il3lone

NP+Auk+V + NP2 + ing + Ir,.
1 \se",tcomp \.A watchman heard the phone ringing.

.>



NP + Aux - Vt02 le Comp NP2

The toutists_ (coinp) the lines a

_ (P+ Aux + be + ing + \Tin

4-(The lines re forming.

NP + Aux.+ Vtconip.+ ing + Vin + Np2
*The tOurists noted foing theklinee

NP2 v
Mp

the lilies fC4or(ing,

mp + Comp + IfP2
I

(comp) the river.'
NP -t ,Aux-4 be* lite+ Vin

The ler rVg...
NP + Aux +_ Vtcothp ing + Vin + NP2_

*Some boys. wtId, rising thetriver
NJP- . Acne + Vtcani.p + 1P21*, ing + V

Some b6ys wItt`c(hed 1jie. river xi



Part A:
1. Theeichipmunk ftstuid thesqtdrre/ steeling nuts.

from: NP + Aux4 Vt + Comp+ NP2

The chipninnk found icomp) the squirrel.

-31-

NP' Aux + be +

The squirrel

+ Vtr + NP

stealing nuts

NP + Awc+ Vtcomp + ing + Vtr

*The chipmunk found at

iqp2

nuts the squirrel =4"
NP + Aux + tom + NP2 + ing + Vtr . . .\ \/ 1The chipmunk fl(1 the squirrel stealing nuts.

2. He felt the ants crawling, on him.

from: NP + :Aux + Vtcomp 4. Comp + NP2
He felt (comp) the lizts:

NP + Aux + be + ing + V + Loc I\\/-
The ants were wawling art him.)
NP + Aux + Vt +comp inç+ Vi + +n

crawling on him

NP-+ Aux + Vtcomp + NP2 + ing + V +

4tirthe ants crawling
3. The matron heard the child crying.

NP
I

the ants

from: NP+ Aux + Vt + Pomp + Nr2omp
The raarori h rd (comp) the child

NP + Aux + be + Ing + Vin

Onhitn.

The child was J
NP + Aux + Vtcbmp + ing + Vin +

_ k* The niatron' -heard crying the child
ITP Auk + vtc + NP3 + ini+ Vin

me- to n ' 1I the child cr
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4, The tyrant icliscoveredlhe prisoner 'sweeping.

from: NP + Auft+ VtcomP + Comp + NP2

The tyivntdisCbi.reed (comp) the prisoner

NP + Aux + be + ing + V

The prisoner Ms escaping.

NP-+ Aux + Vt

*The tyrint di. covered escaping the prisoner
NP + Aux + Vt,0wm, + NP2 + ing +

The tyrant discovered the pzisoner carlring.

5. The Indians surprised the farmers plowing.

from: N + Aux + Vt + Comp + NP2comp
The Indians rised (comp) the farmers.,

rap + ing + Vin + NP2

NP:-.+ Aux + + ing + Vin

The farri\ers w e- P1 ng
+ ing + Vjj2 NP2mp

1
rised P1 the farmers

+. V

NP+ Aux + Vt

*The kilns
NP + Aux + Vt + NP2 +comp

The Indians tised the farmars

Part B:
1. The manager considered Fred a troublemaker.

from: NP + Aux + Vt
The meager considered

NP+ At.x + Be NP

Fred is . a troublemaker.

Comp + 2

(comp) Fibed

(
J

Np2vt NPcomp

dead a trothlémaker Fred
Irt mp + NP2 + NP

+ Aux +
* The manager cOisr

, Aux +... .

The manager coith.dered Fred a troublemaker.
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2. The governor named Toe. a representative.

from 7+ Aux + vtcomp Car + 11P2

The governor named (comp) Joe.

7+ Aux + Be+

Joe a representative.

TIP + Aux + Vt + NP +
P2

_comp

*The governor named a representative Joe

NP + Aux + Vtcomp + NP2 + ice'

The governor nu ed Joe a representative.
3. Miss Derry noticed her taking notes.

from: NP + Aux + Vtcomp + Comp + Nr,

Miss Derry noticed (com
k

p) her

NP + Aux + be + ing Vtr NP
She was

NP + Aux + Vt

notes,

NP
2

omP ing + Vtr 't
her*Miss Derry no aced to

NP + Aux + Vt + NP2 +\ - \,----compMiss Derry noticed her to

ing + V1,

notes,

4. The dramamine made Cynthia sleepy.

from: NP + Aux + Vtcomp Comp + NP2
'comp t

t
1The dra e de (comp) Cynthia i.

NP + Ar -I + Be + Adj
\ .- I

fa' sleepy.

NP + Aux + Vt + Adj + NP2
comp

*The dramamin

NP +

The dramainin

k

e re sleepy Cynthia

Aux + Vtcomp NP2 + Adjcomp

de Cnthia slepy. .

1.
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5, We could imagine the team pushing the bus.

fiom: NP + Aux + Vtc + Comp + NP2
1

tt_

We could iin4ine (colnp) the to

NP + Aux + be + ing\

ihing
+ Vtr + iNP

mThe tea pu the bus.
1

NP + Aux + Vtcomp + + V r + NP2

*vie .could imag ne pishing

comp + Ni P2 +NP + Aux + Vt
1

We could the t6-am

Exercise 12
NP .26ux. Vtc + 172 + Comp

1. June found Martha cleaning.

NP + Aux + Vtc + NP2 + Comp

2. June took Martha to belthe maid.

NP + Aux + Vtc + NP2 + Camp

3, June api:Ited Martha chiman.
NP + Aux + Vtc + NP2

+ Comp
_V4. Martb.a caught June tau fun

NP + Aux + Vtc NP2 + Comp
*5. Martha wEilicci June to go.

the bus the team

+ V

pushirig he bus.

* contains a different kind of complement.

Exercise 13

The men lowered the. sant;
etc er or ered (comp) the men..1

*Pletcher ordered to lower the sails the men

Fletcher ordered the men to lOirer, the' iis,

* Ungrammatical intermediate stop
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2. Carrie wabled Ccomp) me.
go with her.

*Carrie wanted t, with her me

Carrie wanted me.tg. jamtlata1re

3, Miss Duke taught (comp) the class. ).
The class takes notes.

*Miss Duke taught to take notes the class

Miss Duke taught the class to take rlotes.

4. Arthur urged (imp) his father.)
His-father visits him. j
*Arthur urged to visit him his father

Arthur urged his father to visit him.

5. The scouts is chose (comp) Steve.
LSteve raises the flag.

*The scoutmaster chose to raise the flan Steve

The scoutmaster chose Steve to raise the ML

6, Carl persuaded (comp) the boy.'
The boy becomes industrious.

*Carl persuaded to become industrious the boy

Carl persuaded the boy to become industrious.

7, Mother forced (comp) Bobby,
Bobby eats catrots.

*Mother forced to eat carrots Bobby.

Mother forced Bobby t_o eat carrots.
8. The law allows (comp) people.

People drive fast on the freeways, )

The law allows to drive fastonthil14...,teerayit people

The law allows people drive fts__IL)1.ithe freeways.

I

4

1



Exercise 1 2748
o aVO guity you should ask your students to change #4 toThe viLlstprgemed.Joan,to4zEtwl

1. He chose Fanny to represent him.
from:
NP + Ati*+ Iftc + Comp + NP'

lie chose (clap) Palmy,
. .........

tNP+ Aux+ V,,,,o + NP

Fanny represents am.

NP + Aux + Vtc + Comp + NP2
k \o" i \*He chose to represent him Fanny

NP + Aux + Vtc + NP2 4. CompompV ( Iire chose Fanny to represent him,
2. Coco wanted the clowns to dance.

from:
NP + Ala+ VtC + Comp + NP

2 1\4, 1 \
.CocIo wanted (comp) the clowns

NP+Aux+VA
I

\n
The clowns dance.

038

NP + Aux + vte + Comp + NP2
i

*Coco rated to danIce the
Nr + Aux + vv., + NP2 + Comp

Coco warde\,d the clowns to dance.
I

3. We found Miss Marlatt knitting.
from:
NP + Aux + VtC + Comp + NP2

We folinzd (coimp) Miss Mar/att.
NP + Aux + Be + ing + V

1

Miss Marlatt is knitting.

NP + Aux + Vic + Comp + NP2
.

*We found knitting 11/1; Marian

NP + Aug + VtC + NP
2

+ Comp
1 \,

We found Miss riatt knitting.

/1
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4.. The prindipsrpreferred-Joan to type..

from:

NP + !Aux + Vtc + Coup +

The prinCipal preferred (comp?

NP + Aux.+ V
k

jogai tyes,
NP + Aux + VtC +

*The principal preferred to type

NP + Aux + VtC + NP2 +

The principal preferred Joali to
5, The cop ordered us to stop.

from:

NP + Aux + VtC\The cop o ered

NP+ Aux+ Vin\r.
We stop.

+ Comp +

(comp)

+ NP2

Joan

Comp

type.

2

I

us.

*The cop ordered to stop us

NP + Aux + VtC + NP2 + Comp

The cop o4;ed

NP + Aux + Vtc + Ccmp +

us to stop.

6. The judge persuaded him to release us.
from:

NP + Aux + Vtc + Comp + NP2

The judtge peratied (comp) him.

NP + Aux + Vtr + NP
2\'

He released us.

+ Aux + VtC + Comp + NP2

*The Age peit4ded to relkase us him
NP +

The judge

Aux + Vtc

persuaded

=...:

+ NP2 + Corp
him to rellase us.
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PIAANgickie leaching the team to scrimmage.
from

-NP + Aux + be+ lug* Vtc- +
\,0,-

The:coach. is teaching

NP + Aux + Vim

We acthnzage.

NP+ Aux + be + ing + VtC
*The coach is teaching

ZIP + Aux al" be + ing + Vtc +

The coach is teaching

8. Nancy begged a friend to smile.
from

Comp + NP2

(comp)
I
us.

Comp

to .scr

NP2 + Comp

us to sciimmage.

ge uti

NP + Aux + VtC + Comp + NP2

tbegged*Jagged (coinp) a frilend:

NP + AUX Vin

A fsilx1

NP + Aux + VtC + Comp +

*Na ty bed to smille

NP + Aux + Vtc + NP +

Nally bet) a friend

NP2

a friend

Corp

to mile.
9. Aunt Polly meant them to hear.

from:

NP + Aux + VtC + Comp + NP2

Aunt Polly meant (comp) them.

NP + Aux + Vb.*

Thy IiL )(
NP* Aux + VtC + Comp + NP2

*Aunt Polly itaarit to beer them

NP.-+ :Atm+ VtC + NP2 +

Aunt Polly _m\ell; them

1,..tveremr.wwwliffrWwwwmorimmonramormsowile,

.11
amma...."11)

Comp

tolhear.
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10. Father allowed Joan to drive.
frail

4. "fix- vte 4.; C NPNr.omp + 2 ;

Ear. allowed (comp) 10813.

'NP* Aux+, Vin

Jaw drives.

NP + Aux + VtC +

*Father allowed to drive Joan

Nfi-+ Aux + Vtc + NP2 + Comp

Father si1o1 John to drive.

e 15_. -Aia§
Onions caused him tctsTh

2. Pete advised -the crewtome

I catytht them gossiphyte

The boy made the dog comfortable.

The squad ipItcted Mary r9aioreftee

6. We saw the sharks swimming,mi=u

7. The class caned Mm ptai.
8. Charlie wants us 1 1221si

9. Measles forced us

10. I call that stp.4
11. The faculty voted him,the best,

12. The vote enabled bizalsgraduate,

13. Our class heard the band playinft.

14. We preferred Mr. Miller to lead ust

comp + Np2

3.

4.

5.

Note: On page 29 the sentences derived from examples 1, 2, and 3 are:
comp

1, I want them to apologzet
catmp

2. I taught him to apdlostize,
comp

3. They made me itylefag,

I
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1. Father forced (cozni) ;On
501Intoee

oiithervtotted: to.10

Fatherfoided; Joke'
2. We saw (comp) the wall 1.

crUmbles

*We ea* drunizilethe waV:

Wit;saw the wan cruMble.
4

3.
John dances;
The advisor made (comp) John)

.

*The -adviSor made:dance-John

The advisor made-John dm...TA.

4. The conductor had (comp) Jim. 1
Jim sings

* The conductor bad sing jim

The conductor had Jim aim
411111101.14

5. Everyone saw (comp) Liston:).
Linton fell

*Everyone saw fall Liston

Evez7onesaw Liston fall.

13, felt gcorap) the bough I,_
The both breaker

*I felt break the bough

I felt.the bough break,

7. The7vlastillearditomp) the bell
The bell rings . ,

:4The class heard ringthe bell

The; clash' beard the. bell



8. Miss Witherfspoon helped (comp). Biff
Biff writes the story

*Mias Witherspoon helped write the story Biff

Miss Witherepooirtelad Biff writ_
9. Miss, Witherspoon taught (comp) Biff

Biff writes the story

* Miss Witherspoon taught to write the story Biff

Miss Witherspoon Mild Biff to write thlsjosz,
10, Mr, Walker persuaded (comp) Stewart

Stewart takes. down the sign

* Mr. Walker persuaded to take down the sign Stewart

Mr. Walker EzivacisLi Stewart to take down the sign.
11. Mr. Walker let (comp) Stewart

Stewart takes down the sign

*Mr, Walker let take down the sign Stewart

Mr. Walker let Stewart take down the sign/

.12. Stewart wanted (comp) Mr. Walker 1
1Vir4 Walker takes down the sign .1

*Stewart wanted to take down the sign Mr. Walker =--->

Stewart wanted Mr, Walker to take down the sjea.

erciSe 17, p.33

1. The ranger allowed us to enter the forest.

from: The ranger allowed (comp) us.
We entered the forest,

2, We found him setti....maatm.
from: We found (comp) him,

He set a trap.

3, The people saw the rocket tat AG
from: The people saw (comp) the rocket.

The rocket took off,

0:9
AA.
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4. Thoreau. could hear the frogs croaking:

from: Thoreau -could hear (comp) the frogs.
The frogs are croaking.

5. We will be smstithem tAciump.liere.

frottit. We will be permitting (comp) them.
They camp .here.

8, A scholarship 'enabled Ellen.to enter college.

from: A scholarship enabled (comp) Ellen.
Ellen entered college. .

7. A scholarship ljekeci MaryjaneLop colleges.

from: A scholarship helped (comp) Maryjane.
Maryjane went t' college.

8. Good teachers make- students correct their mistakes.

from: Good teachers make (comp} students.
Students correct their mistakes.

9. Some teachers allow us to take books home.

'from: Some teachers allow (comp) us.
We take books home.

la. Tom noticed the crowd running down the street.

from: Tom noticed (comp) the crowd.
The crowd was running down the street.

40,



.43. Teacher Version

REVIEW OF EMBEDDING AND CONJUNCTIVE TRANSFORMATIONS

This unit presents a somewhat fragmentary review of embedding
and conjunctive transformations as a background for the Noun Clause
Embedding unit which follows. Many students may require a more
detailed reminder of the processes involved here.

Relative .Clauses Some students may not immediately identify
the vaisous of relative embedding which they studied in Language II
with the term relative clause.

Embedding the Predicate. This kind of embedding accounts for
embedding source sentences whose form is NP + Aux + Be + Pr Into
another sentence where there is an NP ideal/Ea tcTriCe.-sigt P of
the source. In other words NPI must equal NP 9. As students work
through A and B of the Review Exercises, pp. 310.39, they will recall
that all three kinds of PrIs are embedded in the same way:

Adjective
(1) The tall. building-blocked the view.

The building blocked the view.3.
The building is tall.

The building which is tall blocked the view.
The tall building blocked the view,

The NP of the source sentence is replaced by who or which, or
by that. The source sentence is then embedded in the consumer rightafter the identical NP. This transformation can be expressed symboli-
cally as

Npl. 3.
NP2 + Aux+ Be + Pr

NP1 rwho or which)
that + A u x + Be + Pr... NP + Pr. .

Because adjective PrIs precede the NP, the final step must be

. .T + N-+ + Adj 6 . T + Adj + N +
Locative Adverb
(2J The building on the corner has stood for years.

The building has stood for years.
The building is on the corner.

The building which is on the corner has stood
for years.

The building on the corner has stood for years.

Because no reordering occurs here, the rule is reduced by one step:
.NPi.

NP + Aux + B.e + Pr2

NP1 {who or which
that + Aux + Be + Pr. 4pNPi + Pr
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Noun appositives
the building, as&scrspez has many windows.
The building has many windows.1
The building is a skyscraper.

The building which is a skyscraper has many
windows.

The building, askscrL.Ra.es, has many windows.
Of course, in the appositive, we do not place the embedded NPbefore the NP of the consumer.

Embedding More Than One Source.t) The large gentlemen at the desk designed the building,a skyscraper.

This somewhat complex sentence exemplifies the recursive natureof languages (A comprehensive description of recursiveness appearsin the Language V curriculum.) Any attempt at analysis also revealsthe inadequacy of the embedding rules formulated in Language II toaccount for recursive sentences,

According to the rules we have written, the sentence has threeunderlying source sentences and requires three embeddings:
Consumer--The gentlemen designed the building.Source The gentlemen are large.
otF=e 2--The gentlemen.are at the desk.Source 2.-The building is a skyscraper.

The first embedding embeds Source 1 into the Consumer:
The gentlemen designed the buildingi.Si - The gentlemen are large.
The gentlemen who are large designed the building.(1) The large gentlemen designed the building.

The second embedding embeds Source2 into (1), the result of thefirrit embedding;

The large, gentlemen designed the building.
S2 - The gentlemen are at the desk.

The large gentlemen who are at the desk designed the building.-=P-->(2) The large gentlemen at the desk designed the building.
A third embeddingembeds Source into (2), the result of the othertwo embeddings:

(2) The large gentlemen.at the desk designed the building.S3 -The building is a skyscraper.
The large gentlemen at the desk designed the buildingwhich is a skyscraper.

(3) The large gentlemen at the desk designed the building,Lftssymper,
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Linguists feel that a simpler and more accurate analysis of the

sentence permits the introduction into the kernel or base sentence
of a symbol which stands for the source sentence that is to be em-
bedded. (We have used the same notion to account for cpestions,
negatives, andimperatives. ) The underlying string for (3) then
would be

T + S1 + N + plur + S2 + past + Vtr + T + N + sing + S3

if we let S1 stand for the first source sentence, S2 for the second,
and Ss for the third.

Linguists are still working on the correct form for this kind
of embedding. The following diagram of this sentence shows one
possible way. Some students might find it interesting and revealing.
(Diagram on following page. )
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Embedding a maLesslys_clause. Several of the sentences in B
of the Review Exercises, pp. 3849. give students an opportunity to
check their recall of the embedding that accounts for possessive nouns.
A more comprehensive review would include the rule to embed it. Its
form is

11

Consumer:. .NP. a

Source: NPs+ Aux + have + NP23

(The NPR of tile source must be identical to an NP in the .
consumer. We have indicated the NP of the source as NP'.
The NP of the source becomes whom, which or that and
shifts its position. )

11

/ whom or which'. + NPs + Aux .1. have 4.
J. that

(then the whom, which or that is deleted. )

.T + N + N° + NPs + Aux + have + . .

NPs + Is + N + N°

(In this step NP of the consumer has to be rewritten T + N + N°,
to allow for NP + Is from the source to replace the T. )

(1) The boils, hat flew out the window.
The hat flew. out the window.j.
The boy has a hat.

The hat which the boy has flew out the window.
The hat the boy has flew out the window.
The boy's hat flew out the window.

(2) Joe stepped on the cat's tail.
Joe stepped on the tail. Joe stepped on the tail
The cat has a tail. which the eat has.

Joe stepped on the tail the cat has.
Joe stepped on the cat's tail.

(3) He saw the children's play.
He saw the play. He saw the play which the
The children have a play. ---1` children have.

ae saw the play the children have.
He saw the children's play.

Conjunctive Transformations p. 36

In Language II students analyzed the conjunctive transformation
by developing subrules to describe particular applications of the
general conjunction rule. You may need to remind students that one
rule, GCR, covers all the individual cases -vhich they have studied
previously. (This rule must be qualified in some instances. )

WagaffAMERMIIIMMIONibareili2Miing latifikaa..*:410WARaigkiMialififisJittOMOMMainfiVairgaiiettsztairimStiutttiNOVEr4111,,Attlelkirea~0400Niiii,

rt

'r:t1
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l'n symbols, GCR states that

. X 1 ----=----e , X+ and +Y t. . where the contextY i of Y is identical to that of X and X and Yare of the same type:
(And is the symbol for the coordinating conium.Itions--and h....Lt As
sir, via, yet and so. )

Any two sentences can be joined by the sentence conjunction, but
other conjunctions are rigidly restricted.

Verb Co/....dussvocti p.36

(1) Joe studied hard and passed the exam.
Joe Ltudied hard,

--%
Joe studied hard and

Joe passed the exam, passed the exam,

Verb conjunctions are possible if two sentences are alike in every
respect except the verb and if the verbs derive from the same point in
the branching diagram.

*

IIP

+ VPi
+ VP

2
7 VP1 and + VP2

Adverb Coniunctirns, p.36

(2) The fly crawled up and down.
The fly crawled up, 1. The fly crawled RR and
The fly crawled downt; down.

An adverb conjunction can take place when two sentences are alike
in every respect except for adverbs, If those adverbs are of the same
kind.

. . , Tilt .4. . T. ra2

. Mani 1 .................")......__
. . , Man2

. Loci 1
. . Loc2 ) 4

e Dirl
. . Dir2

+ Tmi and + Tm2

+ Mani and + Man2

. . + Loci and + Loc2

. Dill. and + Dir2

C

14

IclaNnillIVENMINVOMUMMINCiallinirlairliWIWZranMinia=g,6056614111=05$40/1WARMARUPIXiiirlaillf,ArolinnzaikACIMUIFKilfigni -
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subiesi Conjunction, p.36

(3) The Ca islets and the Montagueses were involved in a feud.
he a feud.pulets were involved in

The Montagues were involved in a feud.
The Capulets and the Montagues were involved in a feud.

This conjunclion can take place when the consumer and source sentences
differ only in their subject NP1s.

NP +
NP1+ P3. + and +NP2 ..

Conjunctions Formed with Other Parts of the VP

Students will need to review other conjunctions in order to do C .

and 1) in Review Exercises, pp. 39-40.

Object Con'unctions.

Three possibilities for object NPIs in forming conjunctive
transformations are

1) The object NP's can be part of the general VP conjunction,
remaining attached to their %Ts. Thig transformation produces
sentences like
Agnes made the lemonade and baked a cake.

Vtri NP 9
. Vtr2 + N12.13 + Vtri NP2+ arid ++ 2Vtr2 NP

2) The object NP's of two different verbs may be the same.

I will hand in my test. ) in my test.
I have e test. I have finished and will hand

3) The object NPts may be the only elements that are different in
a pair of sentences.
Mrs. Adams served lemonade at the party.)
Mrs. Adams served co old.es at the party. j
Mrs. Adams served lemonade and cookies at the party.

Vtri and + Vtr2 +

2Np
1

2 3 . . + N1312 + and + NP22

aigai11tratilaifeitazzoW1501104urimaurammosetti 010414341104000011 wiliaMus maw aura gam* goats aragotimailiti hum* WAt$10,4.
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Predicate gojans.
When all elements in two sentences are alike except for the pss,a conjunctive transformation involving both Pris can take place if thePr's are the same kind. This permits conjunctions like
The nurse is vain' The nurse is young,The nurse is pretty. and per.

but not

The nurse is
v

.
laThe nurse is in rietnam

*The nurse is pretty
and in Vietnam.

(Two different kinds of predicates could be joined if we go backto the point where the whole verb--Be Pr--branches-on thediagram and include both the Bets with the predicates--The nurseis pretty and is in Vietnam. )

Because an understanding of the conjunctive transformation givesstudents a background to understand the rhetorical principle of parallelstructure, special attention to the concept of parallelism might beprofitable at this point.

Complement embeddim, p. 37

Most students should require little, if any, additional review ofthis embedding. Sections E and P of the Review Exercises, p. 40should direct each student to the kind of review he needs.

Review Exercises: pp. 37-40

A. 1. The jaguar drops from trees. The jaguar which is a catThe jaguar is a cat. , drops from trees. -7->
The jaguar, a cat_s drops

from trees.
2. The child is pouting in the corner. 1 ........-, The child who is stubbornThe child is stubborn. / is pouting in the corner --.-4-

The stubborn child is
pouting in the corner.

3. The pitcher stood on the mantle. TheThe pitcher which is ex- .

The pitcher is expensive. pensive stood on the
mantle. -1:,------>

The expensive pitcher stood
on the mantle.

4. The dog bared his teeth. 17 The dog which is under theThe dog is under the table.) table bared his teeth.-
The dog under the table bared

his teeth.

...0

PI;
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75. Some tourists are trampling
the flowers.

The tourists are curious. J
6. Shadows stretched across

the campus.
Shadows are long,

Some tourists who are curious
are trampling the flowers. .4

Some curious tourists are
trampling the flowers.

Shadows which a'e long stretched
across the campus.

Long shadows stretched across
the campus.

7. The 7e books will help you. The books which are on the shelf
The books are on the shelf. ' will help you.

The books on the shelf will help
you.

The books on the shelf will help you.
The shelf is long.

The books on the shelf which is long will help you.
The books on the long shelf will help you.

Here again bright students might enjoy diagraming "this embedding
into an embedding.

8. The costumes will be used in the play.
The costumes are elaborate.

The costumes which are elaborate will be used in the play.
The elaborate costumes will be used in the play.

9. The lifeguard saved the child.}. The lifeguard who is alert
The lifeguard is alert. saved the child.

The alert lifeguard saved The alert lifeguard saved the
the child. child who is small.

The child is small. The alert lifeguard saved
the small. child.

10. The doctor set the bone. The doctor who Isaspecialtal
The doctor is a specialist. set the bone.

The doctor who is a specialist set the bone,,
The specialist is at the hospital.

The doctor who is a specialist who is at the
.112124.4 set the bone.

The doctor who is a specialist at the hospital
set the bone.

B., p. 38

(In #8, ask your students to write gigantic instead of )

1. The + man + sing + past + admixdster + Oxygen +' Sing.
The + man + sing + pres + Be + a + doctor + sing,

2. + He + sing + past + make + a + report + sing.
The + report + sing + pres + Be + brilliant.

"TifaXIMTV=V11052.11=usapsiglasigmlitiVAIMIU AlliliragMagraRrillgilWARIIMAIMMINfigigfOONAMMtiounicrioussmamwarwiriMiNue4angintawilliolinkompe
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3, The + paper + sing + pres + Be + about genetics.
The + paper-+ sing + pres + Be + on top.

(This sentence may inspire some debate as to what kind of Pr
aboutfienetics is, It obviously isn't a Loc as is on top. It actually
is a kind of adjectiVe, a prepositions/ iMse used as an adjective.)

4. The + student + plur + past + write + the + sentence + plur.
The + sentence + plur + pres + Be + underlying.

(Under...g is, of course, a form derived from another sentence. )
5. A + driver + sing+ past. + be + ing + weave + across the road.

The + driver + sing + pres + Be + crazy.

6. 0+ He + sing + pres + be + ing + look + for + a + needle + sing.
The + needle + sing + pres + Be + in + a + haystack + sing.

7. 0+ We + plur + pres + have + an + assignment + sing,
The + assignment + sing + pres + Be + long.
The + assignment + sing + pres + Be + a + term paper + sing,

(Students may consider term paper as the noun here in order to
avoid the confusion of ardg a third embedded element. )

8. The + plane + sing + past + circle + the + runway + sing.
The + plane + sing + pres + Be + gigantic.
The + runway + sing + pres + Be-+ icy.

9. The + child + sing + pres + Be + a + swimmer + sing.
The + child + sing + pres + Be + in+ the + boat + sing.
The + swimmer + sing + pres + Be + good.

10. The + tree + sing + past + fall + on + the + car + sing.
The + tree + sing + pres + Be + on + the + corner + sing,
The + car + sing + pres + Be + black'

11. The + machine + sing + pres + Be + spectacular.
0+ John + sing + pres + have + the + machine + sing. v

12. 0+ Wilfred + sing + past + ring + the + bell + sing.
The + superintendent + sing + pres + have + the + bell + singe

13. + Somebody + sing + past + overturn + the + raft + plur.
The + boy + plur + pres + have + the + raft + plur,

(Students wj1 be interested to note that the first sentence here
must undergo the passive transformation before the embedding
operaticn occurs,

VIMMIXIMISMINEWITAIPMAINEwaimmi opiNviagwassrmaggogaywriwarApygiwoiniummasailuowamowisanarkr-40-womanaikainistmewswaso, ,u,,,,
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14. NP + plur ÷ past + listen + to + the + + sing.
The ÷ guide + sing + has + the + advice + sing.

(Words such as and we, present problems when we attempt
to account for them with oar present rules. Each one is a unique
combination of person, Timber and gender. Clearly we need a
way to indicate the 3rd person plural-4 tjhsx, In no real sense
is tIL.ey the plural of he nor we of L But this has not been worked
out. Perhaps the easiest thing to do is to ask your students to
simply call such constructions NP and not expect them to break
them down. This doesntt preclude your talking about the various
forms of the pronouns and the fact that they are unique and
display features not found in many nouns. Good students should
be interested in noting the absence of a plural form for pled hg,
L etc. )"--

15. 0+ She + sing+ past + give + to + him + the + address + sing.
0+ John + sing + pres + haVe + the + address + sing.

(This sentence involves the indirect object which has this
underlying symbol string:

NP + Aux + V. + prep + NP3 + NP2

k
She gave to him the address.

C. 1,Mark Twain is an American author.
Washington Irving is an American authora ,N

:.,Mark Twain and Washington Irving are American authors.

(Students will probably be able to account for the changes in the ,,
t;verb form and in the number of the noun, author. )
It

2. Harris sat in his office./
Harris smoked. f.

Harris sat in h1s office and smoked, ,-

3. The roses should be pruned.
The roses should be fertilized].

The roses should be pruned and fertilized.

(The sentences of course,' are passive transformations, so we
really have a con junction of two transforms here. )

4. The raccoon has been coining all summer. ..7,.
The raccoon has been going all, summer. )

The raccoon has been coming and going all summer.

5. I have finished the book.
I will return the book.

I have finished' and will return the book.

qtarrasmilwawaslauwwialzuassorialain sommtwinwisovemsoigareankoNwradonawympagosimaninutezummilmagalgurozum.....40.0..*40444641,6,40,
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6. The British fought on the beaches. 1,
ifThe British fought In the towns. =---------,
.4The British fought on the eaches and in the towns,
u

7. Bombs dropped on Dresden. ...
Bombs dropped on Hamburg,

Bombs dropped on Dresden and Hamburg.

8. The boy is quiet. A predicate conjunction is impossible
The boy is a cripple.

}4because quiet and a cripple are not
the same kind of Pr.

We could accept a conjunction of the VP's, however.
The boy 112....st and is a cripple.

9. The fools put the bananas in the refrigerator.
The fools put the milk in the oven.

The fools put the bananas in the refrigerator and
the milk in the oven.

The play is excellent:?,..
pre n

The different kinds of Pr (iaChigago
The play is in Chicago,) and excellent) make a dicate co-' junction SFissible but the verb

conjunction The is s_ e.ccellent and
is ii...Lg._,.._gjlicao would be acceptabg7

D. pp. 39-40

1. + he + sing + pres + will + lecture + at + the + college + sing
+ on+ Ca + April 6 + sing.

+ he + sing + pres + will + lecture + at + the + University + sing
+ on + Q + April 13 + sing.

The + speaker + sing + pres + will + dietuss + 0+ language + sing.
The + speaker + sing + pres + will + discuss + + linguistics+ sing.

3. The + storm + sing + past + level + the + oak + polur.
The + storm + sing + past + level + + poplar + plur.

4. The + cat + sing + past + moan + in + his + sleep + sing. .

The + cat + sing + past + groan + in + his +sleep + sing.

(In both of these his has beela derived from an embedded
sentence. So this is a case of conjoining two transformed
sentences. )

5. The + student + plur + pres J must + take + 0 + math 4' sing.
The Iv student + plur + pres + must + take + 0+ science + sing.

^'

ill
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#6. 0 + Neil + sing + pres + have + finish + the + assignnient + sing.
+ Nell + sing + past + turn + the + paper + sing + in.

#Here students have an opportunity to review what they know
about ralL.c.121. Elements like in in this sentence are really
parts of the verb structure. When the sentence is made passive,
in stays with the verb tuim. But the ease with which we can move
it to a position beyondITEL as it appears in this sentence, marks
it as a particle.

7. The + girl + plur + past + take + exercise + plur.
#The + girl + plur + pres + Be + in the camp.
The + girl + plur + past + have + ) + breakfast + sing.
The + girl + plur + past + clean + Ha+ the + bunk + plur.

#This sentence is the underlying string for the embedded element.
The other strings underlie the coordinationsi; ATp. is a particle.

8. 0+ 1+ sing + pres + be + ing + major + in + design +sing.
The + design + sing + pres + Be + aeronautical.
#The + unit + plur + pres + interest + 0+ me + sing.
The + unit + plur + pres + Be 4' 0 + jet + sing.

#Good students may notice that the second part of this sentence
is , in fact, a passive construction. The underlying string for
the passive form would be

+ I + sing + pres + Be + en + interest + in +
+ unit + plur.

It may be simpler to consider jet unit, as the NP, since we have
not talked about nouns used as adjectives.

9. The + man + sing + past + be + ing + peep + in + the + window + sing.
The + man + sing + past + Be + outside.
The + man + sing + past + notice + + me + sing + quick ÷ ly.

10. The + tank + sing + past + Be + empty + in + the + morning + sing.
The + tank + sing + past + be + ing + stand + on + the + porch + sing..

Students might enjoy considering the structure of this sentence by
comparing it with the nongrammatical sentence, The tank was slut. L
in the morning and standing on the porch.

.E, p. 40

Correction: Students should change the second sentence in #1 to
"He is monitor. "

1. Miss Kelly appointed (comp) him.j. *Miss Kelly appoin ed
He is monitor. monitor him.

Miss Kelly appointed him monitor.

* ungrammatical intermediate step

WYAVEZMDZIOBWIFTifiliNEVATIMIA1=2BIOURAIME37WIEOFIEMAIMUTAINCIMAINUWIAmt talEVIC11441WAIWAVAPAINIA4CMAtitura.uP4sittio:se.A.iiirass. exairsurnmumezat401111M41194PAPOr
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2. The fertilizer turned (comp) the lawn.}:4The fertilizer turned
The lawn is green. green the lawn.

The fertilizer turned the lawn gree

3. The accident caused (comp) *The accident caused to be
I am late, late me,

The accident caused me to be late.

4, I found (comp) the speaker. *I found dull the speaker.
The speaker is

I found the speaker dull.

5. The hike made (comp) father. *The hike made tired father..--:---)
Father is tired.

The hike made father tired.

6. I Iterzd (comp) the telephone. *I heard ringing the telephone
The telephone was ringing.

I heard the telephone ringing.

p
1. + I + sing + past + know + (comp) + + him + sing.

0+ He + sing + pres + Be + honest.

2. The + driver + sing + past + make + (comp) + the + passenger + sing.
The + passenger + sing + pres + Be + angry.

3. 0 + Joe + sing + pres + be + ing + paint + (comp) + the + car + sing.
0+ Joe + sing + pres + have + a + car + sing.
The + car + sing + pres + Be +

4. 0 + Ellen + sing + pres + ca:U. + (comp) + the + fish + sing.
+ Ellen + sing + pres + have + a + fish + sing.

The + fish + sing + pres + Be + + Cleo + sing.

5, The + student + plur + past + elect + (comp) + + John + sing.
+ John + sing + pres + Be + + president + sing,

6. #NP + plur + past + discover + the + picket + plur.
The + picket + plur + past + be + ing + carry + + sign + plur.

#See note to item 14, P. 53.
(The result of the possessive embedding in #3 and #4 would give
O Joe + sing + lyres+ be + ing + paint + (comp)+ Jr7.08+ car + sing.

and
O Ellen + sing + pres + calls + (comp) + + fish + sing.

These would, of course, require a rule to change Ellen's to her and
Joe's to his We haven't worked out such a rule. )
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. Teacher Version

THE THAT-NOUN CLAUSE

Constructions which have traditionally been called noun clauses
appear_ in many places in our language where nouns can. also appear,

- but of course they do not appear freely in sucli.positions,- Sometimes
introduced. by th.al sometimes by one of the who.words, their presence
is restricted by many factors. instance they appear 'as_ dirf!ct
objects .of some, but not all, transitive verbs.

. . .

I knovi.piat you are going. .

1 knew whei...e41....yhe Were ,going;
I said that I would we-,
He told her that he
etc.-

This unit for Language IV deals only with the so-called "expletive"
constructions, such as

. .

It is a shame that he drinks.
It is shameful that:he drinks. -

It annoys his wife that he drinks..

and their related noun - clause structures

That he drinks is a shame.
That he drinks is shameful.
That he drinks annoys his wife.

Although we have not written a specific Phrase StructUre Rule to pro-
vide for the construction (because of complexities which need not be
introduced at this time), NP can be rewritten as It +,,Scqui when it
occurs with certain kinds of VP (NP + Corr !). Hence strings
like

NP

may be generated by the Phrase StructUre component of the -grammar.
The student should be familia.r with the notion of Comp by this time.
The gam holds the position for a source sentence which will be em-
bedded. In fact all noun clauses are probably complemerts of an indefinite -.
word (it, somet , etc. ). Notice that the source is unchanged upon
being embedde except for the addition a that to intrOduce it...We might
say Comp *that + S.

R + Comp + is a shamej
He drinks gcR that he drinks is a shame.

Of course the result of this embedding transformation is an un-
grammatical string. Either It must be removed from the string to
produce

That he drinks is a shames
or that he drink must be moved to the end of the sentence to produce

It is a shame that he drinks.

IliallINIIIIILIMENIPAIENERmommanscaurimmemen
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The unit deals first with clauses embedded in sentences of the-
form

It+Comp+Aux+Be+Adj..
.

It becomes apparent, that the adjective is important in whether or not
such a sentence is. grammatical. For instanc6- we say

It is true that she tells lies.'
but not *It is small that she tells lies.

The Ithid Of adjective that can occur in sentences with this kind of
noun clause can be designated as an abstract adjective (Adja).

The second kind of consumer dealt with In the unit is similar
to the first, except that the Pr is a noun. Again the kind of noun is
important. We say

It is alloutraze that she tells lies.
but not *it is a book that she tells lieso

We can call the kind of noun which will appear in such sentences an
abstract noun. It should be pointed out that this is not the traditional
distinction between abstract and concrete nouns, which was a semantic
distinction. However, it seems generally true that the kind of noun
which appears in these sentences represents a subclass of the kind
which was traditionally called abstract, They seem to be, by and large,
count nouns, whereas many of the traditional abstract nouns were mass--
sincerity, hope, faith, etc. For the purposes of teaching this unit you
will probably simply want to indicate that the nouns which appear with
the noun clause are one kind of abstract noun. They can be tested by
their ability to appear in such sentences.

There is another restriction on the consumer sentence of the
form

It + that + S + Aux + Be + NP (where S is the source sentence).

Notice that we cant have

*ft is the fact that he is a bum.
nor *That he is a bum is the fact.
But we can have

It is a fact that he is a bum.

The article before the noun is the important factor. Apparently the
article appearing with the abstract noun must be the indefinite a(n).
The definite article would be possible only if a restrictive clause
accompanied the noun (That he IL a bum is the fact I told you about. ).
Therefore the sentences which accept noun clauses must be limited
to those in which the abstract noun is accompanied by an indefinite
determiner.

VIIIKOMMaimmegoardmirsimaimposativamitrininemisamoniamiatniasi
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It + thrit + S + Aux + Be + a(n) + Na +-sing.

.(This rule is a minimal one. Other -factors which we feel would
simply cause confusion at this _point also affect the appearance of
this -kind.cif noun clause,. More-adVanced gstudents might benefit
fitom discussion of why

It was a surprise that he came,
and It was the surprise of a lifetime that he. came. .

are grammatical, and why

*It' was the surprise that he came.

is-not, It should-be remembered that thief is a knotty problem. We
could, frankly, devote every unit of a very long curriculum to a dis-
cussion of the restrictions which determiners place on other construe-
tions and vice versa, )

The third kind of consumer dealt with in the unit is another
It + Comp sentence, This one is distinguished by, the kind of transitive
verb which requires an animate object--verbs like arise,
tights etc. We have designated them V. Thus wecan have

It + ComP + Aux 4' Vtan+ Na + sing
It

I -//+ Comp + friVened the child.

The place of the Comp is filled by a noun clause introduced by hat

*It that he was alone frightened the child,

Again the result La ungrammatical and either It must be removed or
the noun clause must be moved to the end,

That he was alone frightened the child.
or -It frightened the child that he waste

Occasionally-some rather awkWard constructions result from one or
another of these transformations, We will not make the rules detailed
enough to exclude this awkwardness at this time,

The tests for the various relevant subclasses of nouns, adjectives,
and transitive verbs form an important part of this unit. As you see,
they lead to a reformulation of the Phrase Structure rules for rewriting
nouns, adjectives, and transitive verbs, We have not included the re-
formulated rules in the unit because they would seem to draw attention
away from the main concerns of it, but if you have ambitious students,
they 7..1.1..ay want to.try. to rewrite the rules,

Key jc; Ex s

There- are a number of self-explanatory exercises built into the
text of the unit to help the student develop an understanding of the concepts
inductively. Those on pp, 41, 44, 45, and 49 are cases in point. We :rag-
gest that you work them out with the class, making sure that they draw the
proper, conclusions an you go. along.

Villicimmalszstanwal iaramosimesaiel,maitamsvammonnianmesaninmligliaansitememwamme mum,:
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The'diagram shows where the embedded -source sentence appears. As .....---....4

we have mentioned before, it simplifies the grammar a good deal to intro-
LIPduce" the symbol S in the Phrase Structure, and when the cuintz-gluni is- ,4

- revised:we will jiwkite. the rules to Include it at appropriate points.. Until ...- 4=

that timid* however,- this% is one place !I/here it 'should be easy for you to .. ,,-,.-',-.

show your students bbw it fits :in. ...-

,,w-4
. .

Sentences 3, 1, and 10, of course, will not accept noun clauses, whicb.-
points up how the adjectives reg.,' latex and large, differ, from the others..

YOU will need to make the point When your class is dretinguishini
between the sentences that will, accept an embedded noun clause (2, 7, and
10) and those that won't that not every appearance of it is an It + Con___mt
Sometimes it is simply the neuter form of the personal pronoun, It
requires a-context (antecedent) but is not the same it as the indefinite one

71.t.+ Como,

Answers will vary. The following are some possibilities:

A.*. true, -certain, doubtful, shameful, comforting, etc,
B. a possibility, a hope, a shame, a theory, a fact, etc.

p.49
Some student may come up with a sentence like

It is the truth that he won the tournament.

which seems to be a special case contradicting the restriction of the articles-
Truth, indeed, does seem to be a special case, and we shouldn't let it
upset the analysis, You can tell your students-that for most cases the
restriction holds, In fact, they can find out for themselves by experiment-
ing with sentences. One thing this unit should do is to pointup the
extremely complicated nature of the noun s, stem in English, and partic- .

ularly of thedeterminers and the restrictions they place on other sentencre
elements.

Exercise

1. It + Comp + was strange*
He came from Kansas,

It + Comp + is obvious,
He weighs too much.

3. It +Comp + is a catastrophe.
The houde is sinking.

4. It + Comp + is certain,
He will finish,

;14
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It tic- Comp; 4t-iff-iin, itostimPtionW-7t
The c'91 a Siamese;--
.n,

It + Conv. +vits a surprise
. She v.facAtktilligt

7; It + Conip:t: trues_
The man is an expert.-

.

8. It. + -Coinp + was nice.
He could make the trip.

- r -
.

Exercise 3, p. 48 (Somehow the nuniber of this exercise was =ratted
in the Ctudent Version. )

1. It + Copp + pres + Be + Ad 1

* t + Co nap +

+ pres M
He VAtr come J

.It +. that + S + pres +
*ft tha/t he will come

Tdelete it

is
e+Adja

doubtful,

that + S pres 4-- Be +. Adjii
-,mm.0woaow .,

That he win come . is doubtful,

2. It + Comp pres + Be + a + N + sine
t `\,-

R + Coinp is a fact

NP + pres Tm
1

He cliertts oden

+ that 4-. . pres + Be + a + Na
k

*ft that

It + pres + Be + a + Na-+ 'ling.+ that + S
.,..1 -

a act that he cheats often

alloptifrinial-trangforniation will*movifeiften to a positlen: in-ire:int of ,aheats,
Your #114.1P.44414ggq: PkI:1.14#14-49#0051-401tP9nY acin,

,Ire...0472VfA#1,in :fkOtiliffi#4 *Aftitr rather
41401* 4.1 ccouzi .4I9rt110,i0esenqi In thre:AAPItenceIn the poft Inwhlchthey :ire,ginke., ed-fiYthe phiaoe structure,

....,.."7."."""...?11.
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+ Comp.+ Oak -+ Adja

It +
k--

Comp + = cemain.

NP +- +

Ie -go to

.irtifits*
+ 1:0eit B I° Adia- 4: that 4. S

it9 its-1 certain that. he wiii-go turope.

-It 'that +. pries + Be + Adj: .*It . -that will:go to 'Europe certain,

o

4.
\It + Comp + pres + Be + soda i

+ Comp + is- fumy
(

NP +. pres + y + 'Man#

Ycu. t4 so

It + that + S + pres + Be + Adja
It that so

\.-
funny

-T delete it
that + S. + prds Ese + Adja

-'-"Arni1Pliirgb 3A funny

So May-or may not-be a true manner adverb. In fact,- as you have nodoubt become aware, the whole class of constructions called manneradverbei
is many Probleths, They are obviously not all alikz, -There is room for further work in this area.),

pa9
The exercise in the text-on this page should lead the student toidentify those transitive verbs which take animate objects. They proveto be an interesting cites of verbs, for as a dual they have other thingsin common. They turn out to be the verbs from which adjectives C411 bederived-u-intereetingerrifying, etc.

EnerateRta. (The instructions should refer to the sentences on
49.)

This exorcise ply gives more practice in analysing the structure
of sentences lidthemliedded noti clatisee, You may not want to. assign.alLthe sentencesvor-any of them. It 10.4 depend on yo Ur class andwhether feel the exercise Is needed,

TRIPIrra,INIFFINIrmwestrilliwkwommem,
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COnip: pai4 + '1Vton+ Dip

It \V-/- IComp +" surprised-- ":-.2ne

. :*past- +- ja.,+
: 3 .

could.

.+ that + g . past + Vtin + NP
I

*It that surprised me

It

# .

TthateS .

-+- past. -17 V + in? + that +

It _ Surprised

2, It +. Comp- + past + + T 4. Nan

I + alged
NP + past + be + in Via.

Thop was spinning

It + that + + past + Vtan + T +Nai+s

It
I 1

k.thittWvas spiiiiirfik nished the c d

r7...

1:1110612i11231631ENNUElaatailialliirlar

11>

me that

Tit delete49
that + S + past + Vtan + T + Nan + sing

..,
That ti e top eras"iigaastnhe.d Ithe c

3 It + Comp- + past + Von +T + Nan + sing
I E \;--"' t \,-------It + Comp + terrified the woman

NP + past -+ Be + Lac
i \/-- t

She was in the dark

.1011:

It+ that + S + past + 'tan + T Nan+ sing
1 \,...,...----

It that s tTrwitsNiEFiiik terrified the woman

TthatS ;

It + past + Vtan + T +Nan + sing +that.

It ter:rifted the 'roman tilt, she was in the dark
!Mt seems more natural to move the that-S clause, but either is
optional. YOur students-may do it either way, )

S
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4e It + Comp + past + + T + Nan + sing
1 N./7" 1

It + Comp.+ pleased + the + monkey,

NP.+ past + V + NP . . . .

He. found- the bananas;

It+ that .6.1* S past + V +. T + N + sing
I at/

It that he found the bananas pleased the monkey
. .

Tthat-s
It + pat + +T +N + sine-+ that + SI

It pleased the monkey that he found the banrirs,
5, It + Cornp + paSt + V + T + N + sing

I
\ tan an

It + Comp + frightened + the + g

NP + past + V + Prep + NP.tprep
The stranger yelled

It + that + S + past + Vtan + NaLn+ sing......M.j
t the stranger yelled at him frightened the dog*it

Tthat-S
+ past.+ "1114' N

an
It frightened the og

ing + that

that t e ra
a

6. It + Comp + past + V + T + N + singi\...- wad-

It + Comp + delighted the baby

NP + past + M+ V.\". inHe could swing,

It + that + S past Vtan T + N sing

311-t + that be could sw-aig delighted the baby.

Tdelete - it
that + S+ past + V an + T + Nan + sing
That he could swing de ghted the baby,
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Pro eds for curious students, p. 51:

Noun ,,Ilatises are far more complex than one -might.think, and we
have-.dealt with only one kind 4n this unit, Islose_that appear as comple-

. menttr in certain. + Coinp constructions. HoweVer, there are-many::
Possibilifiea for discussing_other kinds. This can be -done without
attempting to fornit..°41ze rules dealing with them. Perhaps your students
would like to.try to explain some of the complications.

1.. The first probleni concerns sentences of the form

The + _49sing + Aux + Be + tilat + S

I Nt 1The fact is that he is a fool.
When the abstract noun appears in the NP position it seems to
require the definite article. Students may. conjecture that the
noun clause comes in as a complement of it this time in the Pr
position, and that then the it is deleted. the fact is it .+ Comp. )

2. . Students*Should be able to discover. that in sentences of the form

T+ Na + sing + Aux + Be + Adj

the adjectives seem to be abstract adjectives. Thus we have

The idea is obvious
but not

The idea is reds

3. Not all clauses beginning with that are noun clauses. Some are
relative clauses. It should be profitable for students to try to
find out how to identify each. Looking at the structure of the
underlying kernels should give the answer. When the clause is
a relative clause, the that has actually replaced an NP of the
embedded kernel. When it is a noun clause-the that has been
added in a position before the entire embedded sentence

4. Problem 4 should reveal the fact that sentences with linking verbs
also accept noun clauses as complements of it

That he was tired seemed obvious.
It became clear that he wasn't coming.

We haven't included a problem about the kinds of verbs which
take noun clauses as direct object; such as those at the beginning
of the unit. You might like to assign this problem to some students.
Perhaps they could discover the kinds of verbs which will accept thiskind of object.
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THE IMPERATIVE

Teacher Version

This unit, which really builds on the units on questions and the.
.negatiN-re of Language III, is concerned with analyzing the .underlying
structure of imperatives like -

Go home.

Don't go- home.

Though this structure turns out to be far more complex than was ever
indicated in the simple traditional explanation that such sentences
contain an "understood " subject;- it an excellent opportunity to
illustrate to the student the difference between- surface structure- and
underlying structure. Perhaps better than many of the constructions
which we have studied, it gives him an opportunity to actually.find out
logically hOw he "knows" the underlying structure., though he may
never have been aware of it before. It presents an opportunity, also,
to show that questions and imperatives have, at the beginning, the
same derivational history, That is, at the outset they both go through
TQ. It is such generalizations about the relations that exist in the
language that we are looking for to explain the creative aspect of
language--that which enables humans to create new sentences and to
understand those they have never heard before.

The kernels underlying imperatives can be shown to contain both
you and w, it The only self-words (reflexive pronouns such as himself,
myself, et:. ) which are grammatical in imperatives are ourself and
yourselves, This fact points directly to zsu (singular or plural as
the "understood" subject NP. The fact that when a tag question is
formed for an imperative it contains present + will demonstrates that.
the underlying kernel also contains these constituents.

or
Get going, won't you?

Get going, will you? i.

The derivation of negative imperatives involves four steps, the
derivation of positives, three.

I. The fird step in the derivation of either a positive or a
negative imperative is the inversion of NPI with pres + will.
Since this operation is identical to the yes-no question inversion,
To, the same transfx,-.1-Anation can obviously be used by simply
making it apply obligatorily to sentences containing as w&1
as a, This, of colArse, involves adding Imp to the first Phrase
Structure Rule. Since a sentence will be either imperative or a
question, but not bob at the same time, the symbols must be
placed in brackets, And since either is optional, they will be
placed in parentheses.

S

})
(Neg) NP + VP

Imp



Written this way, the rule indicates that imperatives and questions
may also be negative. It shows clat when we find an imperative
sentence we know that in the underlying.structuemeratimtwasl_
chosen as the direction the sentence would go. Once chosen, Imp,
then triggers the imperative transformation, the first step of which--
as for Q -is the TQ transformation.

Imp + pres + will (not) + you + Verb.. .

2. The second step in the derivation of either positive or negative
imperatives is to delete will. Present is not deleted, as we discover
when it becomes necessary to add do in the negative imperative. Do
is added when there is an unattached tense; hence, the tense must
have remained. The deletion of will leaves

Imp + pres (not) + you + Verb. .
In this form, with the unattached tense, this is not a string which will
result in a grammatical sentence. Other steps are necessary.

3. The third step in the derivation is the deletion of you Notice
that we are not, in this unit, dealing with such imperatives as You go
home. or Don't ycm a home. In a larger and more complete presen-tation this de au step would be optional. We have decided not
to complicate-Weexpnation with this option at this time. An interesting
complication arises in negative imperatives with undeletcdgcDie, must be contracted to Don't ou o home. Con-
traction is obligatory whenever a negative appears before an 1:
Does not he do that? Doesn't he do that?, etc.

C In the class of positive imperatives that we have chosen to
deal with in the unit, do does not appear. It is not necessary because
with the deletion of Bak we are left with

pres + Verb. .

which will produce

p, Go home
Close the door,
etc.

However, if the string contains a negative

pres + not + Verb. .
it becomes necessary to add do-support, which gives us

pres ¢ dA + not + Verb.. .

Do not go home

which is usually contracted: Don't chows.



There is a class of positive imperatives which contain do.
(Do go home., Do stay.) where do is stressed for emphairi. We
have not discussed what the addition of emphasis does to a sentence,
and won't here in order not to complicate the unit, but it can be ac-
counted for sometime iu the future. It seems to have the effect of
separating tense from its verb and requires, then, do-support.

The students' unit reveals the rather complicated structure under-
lying imperative sentences by giving proof of something that students
know but have perhaps never thought aboutthat you is the understood
subject of the imperative. The most important thing for students to
discover is the underlying structure of a kind of sentence they use
frequently. They will also discover the basic relationship between
positive and negative imperatives and the relationship between im-
peratives and questions

Ass

This exercise is actually the first step in developing the proof
that you ?.the deleted NP in an imperative sentence.

The boy # himself
The girl herself
The people # themselves
You yourself
I myself
He # himself
She herself
They # themselves
We ourselves

#(Some students might enjoy a more comprehensive examination of
reflexives. Possibly they could account for the Vulgate hisself and
theirselves if they note that the Standard myself, awitel your-
selves, and herself are the result of combining the possessives Lny.
03.4 mkt and her with self or selves. )
Pages 53-54:

The discussion on these pages outlines the underlying structure
of the VP in imperative sentences and points up the similarities between
negative and positive imperatives.

Exercise 2, p. 54:

This exercise is designed to prepare students for the notion of
the negative tag question.

Is
Can,
will
must
should
would
have

isn't
can't
won't
mustn't
shouldn't
wouldngt
havenst



keessjsel,221;5±_.55.

For most speakerS of Engligh, the tag question for a positive
statement will generally be a negatiVe, And, conversely,. if the
original Sentence is negative' the tag question will probably be
positiVe didn9t complete the algement did ou?) Occasionally,
atintited earlier, the tagrquekrtion may omit e negative element after
a pOsitive statement (Shut the tismj...- ..vizayou?).

1.' NP + pres + M + Verb
1

He should go

He should go, shouldn't he?

2.' NP + pres + M+ neg + Verb

He ehouldn't jo
He shouldn't go, should he?

3.' NP + pres + M + Verb

tie would

He would go, wouldn't he?

4.' NP + pres + M + neg + Verb

He svc ce;lt go
-1

He wouldn't go, would he?

5. NP + pres +/M + Be + Loc
%N.You will be :there

You will be there, won't yoU?

.6; NP + pres M neg + Be + Loc
I

You won't be- there

You won't be there, will you?

7. NP + pres + -have + eri+ =be :4ring is rb

He-, has , been _

6,

He has been going, hathilt 'he?

'o



r
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+ pres + htve,eg + en+ b, + ing + Verb

been - going

He basat been go g, has he?

9, + pres + M + Verb + Lac

can come to the party.

We can come to the party, can't we?

10. NP + pres + M + neg + Verb + Leeit
can:t come to the party

We can't come to the party, can we?

11. NP pres +le ing + Verb

They are coming

They are coming, aren't they?

12. NP + pres + be + neg + ing + Verb

Tiley Ne% I V cuminaren't Co TT

They aren't coming, are they?

0011111;1SexaNsfsaa.

Exercise 4s

In this exercise students are asked to write tag questions for imper-
ative sentences in order to help them answer the discussion questions
that follow. These answers should in turn lead students to the generali-
zations stated at the bottom of page 55.

Students may disagree about the form of the imperative tag
questIon. This is relatively unimportant at this point because the
main concern of this unit is to show students that
is the underlying structure of all imperatives, both negative andpositive.

Get out of here, won't (or will you?)
Move .over, wadi ou? -(0 will xou,?)
Put ybur pent' .021 the desk, won't isli? (or will you?)
Go hoine, won't .you (or 0411 ou
Open the window, wronct o crLailm7)

F

Ark.?;per'.:: .
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Page. 56:

This discussion furthers the idea that because negative and positive
imperative sentendeirlia,Ve the 'same underlying structure, we cannot
simply delete NP at' tns + *M. in order to form the imperative. We
hope this w- d° studentit to see that the same rule accounts for both
kinds of iraperativeso

Exercise

This exercise provides a review of the negative and question trans-
formations which require do-support in anticipation of the.idea that we
can account for the negative imperative in a similar manner. It may
be necessary-to spend some time in reviewing these two transformations
if it has been a long time since your students studied them.

1. Did Joe paint the picture?

Kernel: Q + NP + past + Verb + Nr2

1 1 \V .-........4
Q Joe painted the pcture

past + NP + Verb + NP2

* Joe Pa the picture
1 \

past + do + NP + Verb + NP2
i \

Joe paint the picture?

(#When tns moves to the initial position in Tom, the verb, of course,
reverts to the lexical form and results in a ribn-sentence. )

2. Does the milkman come tomorrow?

T
do support

Kernel: Q + NP + pres + Verb + Tm,/
Q The

\
milkman comes tomorrow

pres + NP + Verb + Tm

4) The jilkman colne tonliorrow

Tdo support

pres + do + NF + Verb + Tm
1

Does the milkman come tomorrow?
3. The milkman doesnit come tomorrow.

kernel: Neg + NP + pres + Verb + NP2
Neg Thenaillorna4 comes tomorrow

NP + pres + not+ Verb + NP2

* The milkman ? not come tomorrow
t t; i

Tdo

NP + pres + do + not + Verb + NP2

Thel*ailkman doe coma tomorrow
I I

do snit

. "dam -7"7"-"-,



Bill dicWUInd the watch.

*Kernel: Neg .+ NP + pastA Verb+. NP

Nkg 111-4' fond the latch
I.

NP iiast + not + Verb + NP2
1* Bill ? not find the watch

NO+ past + do +. not+. Verb

B not find the vetchN
n'tVdid

...................

Tdo support

5. Do they want amateurs in the play?

Kernel: Q + NP+ pres + Verb + NP2 Loc

Q Tiny want amaLre in the play
1 N/

pres NP+ Verb + NP2 + Loc
1

? They want amateurs in the play

pres + do + NP+ Verb + NP2 + Loc .

thly wetnt amateurs i>the p/ay?
6. They don't want professionals.

Kernel: Neg + NP + pres + Verb + NP2
I

Neg + They want professionals

NP + pres + not + Verb + NP2

They ? not want professionals
\ \

NP + pres + do + not + Verb + NP2

They Y whit professionals,

don't

TQ

Tdo supports

!Neu

Faskuummad)

Pates 577.59_

This discussion presents the evidence to support the 'notion thatpositive and- negative imperatives have the same underlying kernelstructure and that both go through TQ. It is important that studentssee thiLbecauselbAt,set,otrules that-we will anallrwrite forMep.
is based outibits assumption:.
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IScercise 6, p.62

Thit,exetciSirgives-tibidents ipractite In writing strings Underlying
negative and positive imperatives.

1. amp NP + pres M + Vid + Dir./
imp + you will go away,

k

# (Some students may prefer to classify go away as Vgri + Loc. Either
answer is acceptable at this point because understanding the' impera
tive is the real issue. )

2. Imp + NP + pres + M+ + Locand /Imp + you back.

3, Imp + NP + pres +/M + V
I- \ \ /11Imp + you will eat your lunch.

4. #Irnp + Neg+ NP + pres +M + Vid + Dir Tm
I -4 \ / /Imp + Neg + you will go out late,

# (See note for #1. Viz+ Loc is also acceptable here. )
5, Imp + NP + pres + M + Vtr+ NP2

Imp + you wi.4 roll that barrel.

vel+ Vtr +6, Imp + NP + pres + NPZ

Imp + you- w on the door.
7. hap + Neg + NP pres + M + NP2

1 r \/ /Imp + Neg + you will open the door,
8. Imp + NP + + M Vink + Adj

I I will+ you will g4 s
9. Imp + NP pros + Vtr + NP2 + Tr.

,
imp + you will do that problem last.

10. ITp + NIP + precit f Vpi+Loc
# Imp + you will stay put,

# is actually a kind of adjective derived from the verb ga. In
this case it probably comes from a passive source sentence, such as

(by someone). (Y- al* have
sit remains

positign after lab
"en-as an ement
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prqs + Ve,

Imp your-tiooks

,PreCt M + 10+ Vtr ZIP2-:

,you se

pros + NP + NPIITI
pros +-yam doge your books

pre* + V +NP2\/tr
:Close -.your- books*

2. Imp + NP+ prea NP2..
-1-

IMP 71' Yqt; bLcie tt kick

pros +-M + + Vtr ,NP2

you block that kick

pros + NP + + NP2/ /
pros + you block that kAck

pre* + Vtr + NP2

Mock that-kick..

3. /PAP + NP-+ Pres + 14+ vtr+
I `s./

Imp you will fuld yOur partner

pres M+ NP + vtr.+ NP2/ / /
Win , you find your -miner

prey + ANft NP
I

pro; + you nno-, your partner

pros+ -+
2

--,

rind Y04- partner. 1

-., t?1"7

.301.1.1Irrre.Mnall

delete zeisir.0

TQ

Tdalowie
Anstftm.11.0. .11811.°11

delete y.,La

Tdelete ou
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4. Inip-+Ifet+ NP--4 Vr-es + it+ + NP2/
-- will forget ice cream

p+ zip_-+fortifi not* vtr Np2

Nth We- cream

atip + pet + -sr+ -Noty k.NP+ + NP2
/
tr

imp'+' will (itOt? yott forget ice cream

Imp + NP + pres + not + Vtr + NP2
I I I

Imp+ you +-tot forget ice cream

-Imp + pree + not + V4 + 'P3
/ /+ 7 + not forget ice Cream

prat + do + not + Vtr + NP2.\t / /
not forget ice cream.

let
5. Imp + Neg + NP prei + )11+ Vtr NP2

I 1 /
Imp + Neg + you pick a fight

Imp + NP + pree + M not + Vtr NP2
I I /Imp + you not pick a fight

Imp + pree + M + (not) + NP + Vtr + NP2 9-

Imp + Will (not) you pick a fight
l7p + NP+ prr + not + Vtr + NP2

Imp + yiu + ? + not pick a light

Imp + pree + not + Vtr + i,41)2
/ /

Imp ? not pick alitgiit

pza+do+not+Vtr NP2/ /
Do not pick st fight

Don't
A

144

Twin. delete

Tilt delete

Twill delete

1".

`,";

Tyou delete

Tdo support

rf

r



B, 1,Q + Neg + NP + pres + be + ing + Vi + Tm\ / /
4+ Nlig 4 yllu 1 -coming tomorrow

Q + Nr + 42)e + nit + ing + yi+ Tm
I \ 1Q + you are not coming tomorrow

pres + be + not + NP + ing + Vi + Tm
'N/ l 1 \ / IAre ilot you coming tomorrow

.1,en't

2. # + Neg + Nr. past + Vtr + NP2 TNeg \\ / t .......
Q + Neg + you heard the assignment

Q + NP+ papt + not + Ve + Np2sift

TNeg,

Q + you + ? + not hear the assignment

net + not + NIP + + Nr
nit you hear the assignment

past +i:lo + not + Nr+vt+N72

tht you hear the assignment

Didn't

Tdo support\

#In order to let one set of rules account for several transformations
and to establish an order in transformations, we add do-support after 22,
rather than after Mac In fact we place it last in the order of transformations,
so that it will have to be written only once.

3, Imp + NP + pres + M + VI" + Lac + Man
I I /

Imp + you will remain in your seat\ENuietly

Imp + pres + M + NP + + Loc + Man
/

Imp you remain in youe seatt3uietly
Imp + NP + + Loc + Man

p you remain in your seats quietly

pres + Vlac + Loc + Ma/n
Remain in your seats quietly.

#Students may classify this verb as Vink or V.

TQ

Twill delete

TEou delete

I



4. Neg + NP Vtr
N,eg + Ail Mary bought tie tickets

NP + Patk. Vtr + NP2\
Auni Mary +?+not:tbuy the tickets

NP + PalV° nr Vtr
Aunt Mary d not buy the tickets

5. Imp + Neg + NP + pres + M + Vi + Loc
I I I I

Imp + Neg + you will write on the desks

Imp + NP + pres + M + not + Vi + Loc
I \/ /Imp + you will not write on the desks

Imp + pres + M + (not) + NP + Vi + Loc
\w / /Ii + (not) you write on the desks

Imp + NP + pres + not + Loc

Imp you ? not write oh the desks

Imp + pres + not + Vi + Loc

Iriap ? not write or\ the desks

pres + do + not + + Loc

\lnot mine On the desks.

Don't

Tdo support)

FE

Twill delete

Thou delete

Tdo support


